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National News
1. Teachers’ Day being celebrated across country; President Droupadi Murmu to confer National Awards to 46 teachers

● Teachers’ Day is being celebrated throughout the country today. The day is celebrated on the birth
anniversary of educationist and former President Dr Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan.

● President Droupadi Murmu will confer National Awards to 46 selected teachers for the year 2022
in New Delhi today.

● The Department of School Education and Literacy, Ministry of Education has been organizing a
national level function on Teachers Day every year to confer the National Awards to best teachers
of the country.

● The selection is done through a transparent and online three stage selection process.
● The purpose of National Awards to Teachers is to celebrate the unique contribution of teachers in

the country and to honour those teachers who through their commitment and industry have not
only improved the quality of school education but also enriched the lives of their students.

● Prime Minister Narendra Modi will interact with the winners of National Awards to Teachers 2022
at his residence today.

● President Droupadi Murmu has greeted teachers across the country on the occasion of Teachers’
Day.
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2. Petroleum and Natural Gas Minister to lead of icial delegation to attend Gastech Milan-2022

● Petroleum and Natural Gas Minister Hardeep Singh Puri will lead an of icial and business delegation to Milan, Italy from today to attend the Gastech Milan-2022.

● Gastech, the World’s largest gathering focussed on LNG as an abated bridge fuel will bring together

leading Ministers and CEOs to discuss the evolving energy landscape, assess post-pandemic economic recovery and navigate a route to a just energy transition.

● During the three day visit, Mr Puri will participate in the select Ministerial Panel of the Opening
Ceremony along with Egyptian Minister of Petroleum and Mineral Resources and State Secretary
of Energy of Portugal.

● He will also take part in Ministerial Panel discussions titled “Energy Security and Transition” and
“A just energy transition for developing nations”.

● The Minister will chair the “India Spotlight: Powering India’s energy industry - new avenues for a
sustainable future” panel discussion.

● During the visit, Mr Puri will have bilateral meetings with his counterpart Ministers and with CEOs
of global energy companies, who are attending the Gastech Milan-2022.

● He will also inaugurate the Exhibition stalls of Indian energy companies which are being showcased at the Exhibition.

3. HM Amit Shah launches mascot & anthem for 36th National Games in Ahmedabad

● Union Home Minister Amit Shah launched the mascot and the anthem for the 36th National Games
at Trans Stadia in Ahmedabad on Sunday evening.

● The mascot is named as Savaj which means cub in Gujarati. The anthem is based on the theme of
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Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat.

● The National Games will be organised between 29th of this month to 12th of next month at six cities in the state namely Ahmedabad, Gandhinagar, Surat, Vadodara, Rajkot and Bhavnagar.

● Addressing the gathering, the Union Home Minister said Prime Minister Narendra Modi has left no
stone unturned to promote sports in the country.

● Mr. Shah said, the budget allocated for sports in the year 2014 was 866 crore which was increased

to two thousand crore in this year. He said, be it Olympic or Commonwealth Games, number of India’s medal is increasing.

● The Home Minister further added that Gujarat has achieved development in all sectors including
sports.

● He said, world class facilities are available in Gujarat for every sports today.
● The Home Minister also launched the of icial website of the national games
● www.nationalgamesgujarat.in and the mobile App NGGujarat at the curtain raiser ceremony.
4. Vice Prez, PM, EAM & Corporate world mourn untimely demise of Cyrus Mistry

● Vice President Jagdeep Dhankhar has expressed grief over the sudden demise of Cyrus Mistry in a
car accident today.

● Mr Dhankhar said, his death is a huge loss for India’s business community.
● Prime Minister Narendra Modi has expressed grief over the untimely demise of Cyrus Mistry.
● In a tweet, he said, Cyrus Mistry was a promising business leader who believed in India’s economic
prowess.

● Mr Modi said, his passing away is a big loss to the world of commerce and industry.
● External Affairs Minister Dr S Jaishankar has also expressed shock at the news of the passing away
of former chairman of Tata Sons, Cyrus Mistry.

● In a tweet, Dr Jaishankar recalled their various interactions over the years and extended his deepest condolences to his family.

● Condoling the untimely demise of Cyrus Mistry, Mahindra Group chairman, Anand Mahindra said
it is hard to digest this news.
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● In a tweet he said, he was convinced that Mistry was destined for greatness and the life should not
have been snatched away from him.

5. ISRO successfully test In latable Aerodynamic Decelerator to land missions on Mars or Venus

● Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) has successfully demonstrated a new technology with
In latable Aerodynamic Decelerator (IAD).

● Designed and developed by ISRO’s Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre (VSSC), IAD is a game-changer
with multiple applications for future missions including to Mars and Venus.

● The IAD was successfully test lown in a ‘Rohini’ sounding rocket from Thumba Equatorial Rocket
Launching Station.

● Rohini sounding rockets are routinely used for light demonstration of new technologies being
developed by ISRO as well as by scientists from India and abroad.

● The IAD was initially folded and kept inside the payload bay of the rocket. At around 84 km alti-

tude, the IAD was in lated and it descended through the atmosphere with the payload part of a
sounding rocket.

● The IAD has systematically reduced the velocity of the payload through aerodynamic drag and followed the predicted trajectory.

● After witnessing the launch, ISRO Chairman S Somanath said, this demonstration opens a gateway

for cost-effective spent stage recovery using the In latable Aerodynamics Decelerator technology
and this IAD technology can also be used in ISRO’s future missions to Venus and Mars.

6. Name of next British PM and Conservative Party leader to be announced today
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● The name of next British Prime Minister and Conservative Party leader will be announced today.
● The result of the run-off between Foreign Secretary Liz Truss and former inance minister Rishi
Sunak will be announced this afternoon.

● Polls have projected that Liz Truss will beat Rishi Sunak to become Britain’s next prime minister.
● Voting for the Conservative party leadership election inished on Friday.
● Liz Truss is widely expected to be named the winner and succeed Boris Johnson as the UK’s next
prime minister.

● The outgoing Prime Minister Boris Johnson will formally tenders his resignation to Queen Elizabeth II tomorrow.

7. United States announces hosting irst-ever US-Paci ic Island Country Summit

● The United States announced hosting the irst-ever US-Paci ic Island Country Summit in the last
week of this month amid the growing in luence of China in the Indo-Paci ic region.

● According to the announcement made by the Biden administration yesterday, the Summit will

be held in Washington from 28th to 29th September. The White House said in a statement that US
President Joe Biden will host the Summit.

● It added the Summit will demonstrate the United States deep and enduring partnership with Pa-

ci ic Island countries and the Paci ic region that is underpinned by shared history, values, and
people-to-people ties.

● Notably, the announcement came a week after the United States accused Beijing of expanding its
nuclear arsenal and claimed the extreme buildup process could harm the stability of the Indo-Paci ic region.

● Addressing a press conference in Indonesia last week, US Indo-Paci ic Commander, Admiral John
Aquilino said China is the only country that is expanding its nuclear arsenal and it had 300 nuclear
silos going in.

By Sameer Singhal
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National News
1. Liz Truss to be sworn-in as 56th Prime Minister of United Kingdom

● Liz Truss will be sworn-in as 56th prime minister of United Kingdom today.
● She will succeed Boris Johnson, who will tender his resignation to Queen Elizabeth II today.
● Truss elected the UK prime minister and Conservative Party leader yesterday by her fellow party
members. Former foreign secretary Truss defeated rival Rishi Sunak with 57 percent of the vote.

● The 47-year-old Truss will be third female prime minister to lead the country.
● The previous female prime ministers - Margaret Thatcher and Theresa May - were also from the
Conservative Party.

● Outgoing PM Johnson congratulated Truss on her victory and said she has the right plan to unite
the party.

● Former chancellor Rishi Sunak, who attacked her economic plans during the campaign, said that
he will offer her his full support.

● Truss will now face the task of reshaping the economy, arresting surging in lation and tackling the
energy crisis that is affecting the entire European continent.

● In her victory speech, she promised a “bold” programme of tax cuts to grow the lagging economy
and to prevent the UK tipping into recession.

2. Suresh Raina announces his retirement from all formats of cricket

● Cricketer Suresh Raina has announced his retirement from all formats of cricket.
● In a tweet today, Raina said, it has been an absolute honour to represent the country and Uttar
Pradesh.
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● He thanked BCCI and his fans for their support and unwavering faith in his abilities.
● Suresh Raina represented India in 18 tests, 226 ODIs and 78 T20s in an international career spanning 13 years.

● Raina scored 5,615 runs in 226 ODIs and 1,604 runs from 78 T20s for India.
● He was part of the 2011 World Cup winning team. Raina was also the backbone of Chennai Super
Kings in IPL. In IPL, he played 205 matches and scored ive thousand 528 runs.

3. CJI inaugurates NALSA’s Centre for Citizen Services

● Chief Justice of India, Justice Uday Umesh Lalit today inaugurated NALSA’s Centre for Citizen Services at Jaisalmer house in New Delhi.

● It will provide free Legal Services to the weaker sections of the society.
● On the occasion, Justice Lalit congratulated the Executive Chairman of the National Legal Service

Authority, (NALSA), Dr. Justice D.Y. Chandrachud and functionaries of the legal services authorities
for taking a leap forward in catering to the needs of free legal aid bene iciaries which is in line with
the futuristic vision of 2047.

● He stated that it is a historic moment for NALSA by establishing a dedicated centre for citizen services in dispensation of ef icacious legal aid in the country.

● Dr. Justice Chandrachud enunciated that the Centre for Citizen Services, as the name itself suggests

would prove to be an excellent medium of providing effective legal services to the common man
without any hassles.

4. PM announces development and upgradation of 14,500 schools across country under PMSHRI Yojana

● Prime Minister Narendra Modi has announced a new initiative - the development and upgradation
of 14 thousand 500 schools across the country under the Pradhan Mantri Schools For Rising India
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(PM-SHRI) Yojana.

● In a series of tweets, Mr Modi said, these PM-SHRI schools will become model schools which will
encapsulate the full spirit of National Education Policy.

● The PM-SHRI schools will have a modern, transformational and holistic method of imparting education.

● Mr Modi said that he is certain that the PM-SHRI schools will further bene it lakhs of students
across the country in the spirit of National Education Policy.

● He said, emphasis will be given on a discovery oriented, learning centric way of teaching.
● Prime Minister said, the focus will also be on modern infrastructure including latest technology,
smart classrooms, sports and more.

5. Country’s First ‘Night Sky Sanctuary’ Will Be Set Up In Ladakh Within Three Months

 India’s irst-ever ‘night sky sanctuary’ will be set up within the next three months in Hanle, Ladakh,
Union Minister of Science and Technology, Jitendra Singh.
 This is a unique and irst-of-its-kind initiative by the Indian government.
 The proposed dark sky reserve will be located at Hanle, Ladakh, and will boost astro-tourism in
India, according to a statement released by the Union Ministry of Science and Technology.
 The night sky sanctuary will be set up as part of the Changthang Wildlife Sanctuary, the world’s
second-largest nature reserve. The new project will be one of the world’s highest-located sites for
optical, infrared, and gamma-ray telescopes.
 It will boost Astro tourism in India and will be one of the world’s highest-located sites for optical,
infrared, and gamma-ray telescopes.

6. Rajpath set to be renamed Kartavya Path
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● The government of India has announced to change the name of Rajpath and Central Vista lawns
into Kartavya Path.

● The decision is said to shed remnants of the British colony in India.
● The decision came after a special meeting on September 7, convened with the aim of renaming the
Rajpath and Central Vista lawns.

● Earlier, the Modi government had changed the name of the road on which the Prime Minister’s
residence is, from Race Course Road to Lok Kalyan Marg.

● Kartavya Path includes the entire avenue and area from the Netaji Statue to the Rashtrapati Bhavan.

● The route runs from Rashtrapati Bhavan on Raisina Hill through Vijay Chowk and India Gate to
National Stadium in Delhi.

● The decision comes after Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s address to the nation on independence
day where he stressed the factors leading to the abolition of symbols and signs relating to the colonial mindset.

7. Indian GM Aravindh Chithambaram wins Dubai Open chess tournament

● Grandmaster Aravindh Chithambaram wins the 22nd Dubai Open Chess Tournament with 7.5
points.

● While seven Indians inished in the top 10, R. Praggnanandha was in the second spot with ive
others.

● Aravindh Chithambaram and R. Praggnanandha settled for a draw in the ninth and inal match,
which enabled Aravind Chithambaram to inish the match with seven and a half points ahead of
the rest of the ield.

● He is a former Indian National Champion and seeded 13th. He remained undefeated throughout
the nine rounds, winning six and drawing three matches.

● He won against Rinat Jumabayev, and Arjun Erigaisi.
● The ive players that inished on seven points and in the joint second spot include R Praggnanandha, Alexander Predke, Abhijeet Gupta, Jaykumar Sammed Shete, and S P Sethuraman.
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8. Bangladesh’s Mush iqur Rahim retires from T20 internationals

● Mush iqur Rahim announces his retirement from T20 international cricket. Mush iqur Rahim
Bangladesh wicketkeeper announced his retirement on 4th September.

● The decision came after Bangladesh faced defeat in Asia Cup 2022 match against Sri Lanka.
● He announced retirement from the short-format game, and he would continue to play one-day
international and test cricket.

● In the previous Asia Cup 2022 match against Sri Lanka, Rahim dropped a catch of Kusal Mendis
which became a game-changer for both teams.

● Sri Lanka quali ied for the Super Four stage and Bangladesh was out of the Asia Cup 2022.
● He is one of the most senior players in Bangladesh and has played 102 innings and scored more
than 1,500 runs in T20 matches.

● He has played 82 test innings and scored 5,235 runs and in 236 ODI’s he scored 6,774 runs. He is
also the second player from Bangladesh to retire this year after Tamim Iqbal.

By Sameer Singhal

National News
1. India’s irst intra-nasal Corona vaccine gets emergency use authorisation from DCGI

● India’s irst intranasal Covid vaccine developed by Bharat Biotech has received approval for restricted use in emergency situations among people aged above 18 years.

● In a tweet, Health and Family Welfare Minister Dr Mansukh Mandaviya has termed this feat as a
big boost to India’s ight against Covid - 19. He informed that Bharat Biotech’s recombinant nasal
vaccine has been approved by Central Drugs Standard Control Organisation (CDSCO) for primary
immunization against COVID-19 in the above 18 years age group for restricted use in emergency
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situations.

● Dr Mandaviya also said, this step will further strengthen the government’s collective ight against
the pandemic.

● He said under the leadership of Prime Minister Narendra Modi, India has harnessed its science,
research and development, and human resources in the ight against COVID-19.

● The Minister expressed hope that with the science-driven approach and efforts of all the country
will defeat COVID-19.

2. Retail payment products of HDFC Bank, Precision Biometric chosen for test phase under
Regulatory Sandbox

 The Reserve Bank of India has announced that HDFC Bank (in partnership with Sweden-based
Crunch ish Aktiebolag) and Precision Biometric India Pvt.
 Ltd has been selected for the test phase for their ‘of line retail payments’ and ‘InnaIT Key Solution
for Banking’ products under the ‘On Tap’ application facilities for the theme ‘Retail Payments’ under
the Regulatory Sandbox.
 ‘Of line Retail Payments’ is an HDFC Bank product that provides the capability for customers and
merchants to able to pay and receive payments in of line mode.
 This initiative aims to boost the adoption of digital payments in areas of no or low between by
enabling transactions without the need for any network connection.
 The ‘InnaIT Key Solution for Banking’ by Precision Biometric product offers a solution enabling
biometric tokens which can be used to secure password-less authentication and Additional Factor
Authentication (AFA), replacing the OTP for logging into the internet for mobile banking.

3. Tripura sets up the India’s irst Bio-Villages
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● Tripura becomes the irst state in India to have the irst modi ied bio-village.
● The Daspara village of Tripura is converted into a nature-based lifestyle and livelihood and reduced the use of chemical fertilizers.

● Dasapara is a home for 64 families which depends on agriculture and ishery.
● Daspara is one of the ive successful bio-village 2.0 conceptualized in Tripura after the BJP came
into power and adopted the Climate change mitigation endeavor of Prime minister Narendra Modi.

● Tripura Government has aimed to set up a total of 100 bio villages in the state.
● 10 bio villages are completed, and the irst bio village has been set up at Dasapara in Charilam
constituency of Sepahijala district.

● The bio village project aims to provide sustainable livelihood and food security to ensure holistic
socio-economic development among rural communities.

● The project supports the development of solar-powered agricultural equipment, energy-saving
electrical devices, biogas, and biofertilizers at the local level.

4. BEL tie-up with Smiths Detection to manufacture scanning systems

● Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Smiths

Detection, a global leader in threat detection and security inspection technologies, for offering
advanced, high-energy scanning systems to the Indian market.

● The MoU, signed for a period of ive years and can be extended further by mutual consent, will

leverage the high-end, technological capabilities of both irms to meet India’s domestic security
needs.

● BEL would handle front-end requirements in the market, supporting localisation of the projects
while Smiths Detection would provide advanced screening technology and technological expertise
for the project.

● Also, to facilitate ease of doing business and enhance safety, the union government has been investing in port and land border security.

● Moreover, the requirement for industry-leading high-energy scanning technology is being driven
by Defence installations, which need to screen large volumes of vehicles and impose restricted
entry at sensitive areas, as per the company.
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5. Kattil Thekkethil wins Nehru Trophy boat race

● Pallathuruthy Boat Club, Mahadevikadu Kattil Thekkethil Chundan has scripted its maiden triumph in the Nehru Trophy boat race for snake boats at the Punnamada Lake in Alappuzha.

● The club, led by Santhosh Chacko, completed a hat-trick of wins. A total of 77 boats, including 20
snake boats, competed in this year’s Nehru Trophy.

● Nadubhagam, rowed by Kumarakom-based NCDC Boat Club, and Veeyapuram, powered by Punnamada club, inished second and third, respectively.

● Police Boat Club’s Chambakkulam came fourth. The top nine inishers will ight it out in next year’s
Champions Boat League.

6. Anishka Biyani Wins Gold Medal in Malaysian Chess Meet

● Six-year-old Anishka Biyani has won the gold medal in the Malaysian Age Group Rapid Chess Championship at Kuala Lumpur.

● Anishka, a irst-grade student of Dhirubhai Ambani School, achieved the feat in the Under-6 Open
category with an impressive score of four points out of a possible six to clinch the title in the girl’s
category.

● Earlier this year, Anishka also quali ied as one of the best under-7 players in the All India FIDE rating chess tournament held in Yousufguda, Hyderabad.

● In July 2022, Anishka also quali ied as one of the best under-7 players in the All India FIDE rating
chess tournament held in Hyderabad.

● Anishka is currently preparing for the Singapore Open National Age Group Championship that is
scheduled to be held later this year.
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7. Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat top states in implementing PoshanAbhiyaan scheme:
Niti Aayog report

● Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh and Gujarat have been ranked as the top three states among larger

states in terms of the overall implementation of the Centre’s lagship Poshan Abhiyaan, according
to a Niti Aayog report. Sikkim was the best performer among the small states.

● The report titled ‘Preserving Progress on Nutrition in India: Poshan Abhiyan in Pandemic Times’
further said that 12 out of 19 large states had an implementation score of over 70 per cent.

● While Dadar and Nagar Haveli and Daman and Diu topped among Union Territories (UTs), Punjab
and Bihar were the lowest performers among larger states in terms of the overall implementation
of Poshan Abhiyaan, as per the government think tank report.

By Sameer Singhal

National News
1. 61st edition of Subroto Cup International Football Tournament begins after gap of two years

● The 61st edition of the Subroto Cup International Football Tournament began after a gap of two
years, at the BR Ambedkar Stadium in Delhi marking the start of the most prestigious football
tournament for schools all over the country.

● The tournament, organised by the Subroto Mukherjee Sports Education Society (SMSES) along

with the Indian Air Force, kicked-off the irst match in the Under-14 Boys category between National Cadet Corps (NCC) and Govt.

● Model HSS, Sector 36, Chandigarh which inished in a goalless draw.
● 15 matches will be played today across four stadiums - B.R Ambedkar, Tejas Park, Subroto Park
and Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium.
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● There are 32 teams divided into eight groups in the Boys U-14 category.
● The topper in each group will qualify for the quarter- inals.
● A total of 92 schools representing 25 States and Union Territories of India have quali ied across the
three (U-14 Boys, U-17 Girls, U-17 Boys) categories and Air Force School, Bangladesh will also be
competing in the tournament.

2. Legendary artist Ram Chandra Manjhi passes away

● In Bihar, the doyen of Bhojpuri folk theatre art “Launda Naach” and legendary artist Ram Chandra
Manjhi passed away yesterday. 97-year old Manjhi breathed his last in a hospital in Patna.

● He was born in a family of weaker section of society in a riverine village Tujarpur in the Nagra
block of Saran district in Bihar.

● Manjhi was an oldest member of a troupe of great folk artist and Bhojpuri poet with the sobriquet
“Shakespeare of Bhojpuri” Bhikhari Thakur.

● He was a staunch supporter of good and meaningful songs and performances in Bhojpuri folk theater.

● Felicitated with Sangeet Natak Academy Award Manjhi was also a prestigious Padma Shri awardee

in the ield of Arts. President Ram Nath Kovind had honored the legendary Launda Naach performer last year.

● The Launda Naach is a prominent Bhojpuri folk art of Bihar comprising songs, dance, comedy, satire, parody and theater. In this art, men impersonate women wearing sari, blouse, long hair wig
during the performance.

3. DRDO, Indian Army successfully complete six light-tests of QRSAM system
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● Defence Research and Development Organisation DRDO and Indian Army have successfully com-

pleted six light-tests of Quick Reaction Surface to Air Missile QRSAM system from Integrated Test
Range Chandipur off the Odisha coast.

● The light tests were conducted as part of evaluation trials by the Indian Army.
● The light-tests were carried out against high-speed aerial targets mimicking various types of

threats to evaluate the capability of the weapon systems under different scenarios including long
range medium altitude, short range, high altitude manoeuvring target, low radar signature with
receding and crossing target and salvo launch with two missiles ired in quick succession.

● The system performance was also evaluated under day and night operation scenarios.
4. PM Modi to inaugurate Kartavya Path at India Gate in New Delhi; to also unveil statue of
Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose

● Prime Minister Narendra Modi will today inaugurate the Kartavya Path - a stretch of the Central
Vista from the Rashtrapati Bhavan to India Gate.

● It symbolizes a shift from erstwhile Rajpath being an icon of power to Kartavya Path being an example of public ownership and empowerment.

● The entire stretch has been revamped under the Modi government’s ambitious Central Vista redevelopment project.

● Over the years, Rajpath and adjoining areas of the Central Vista Avenue had been witnessing pressure of increasing traf ic of visitors, putting stress on its infrastructure.

● It lacked basic amenities like public toilets, drinking water, street furniture and adequate parking
space.

● In view of it, a need was felt to organise the Republic Day parade and other National events in a less
disruptive manner with minimal restrictions on public movement.

● The redevelopment has been done bearing these concerns in mind while also ensuring the integrity and continuity of architectural character.

● On the occasion, Mr Modi will also unveil the statue of Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose at India Gate.
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● The jet black granite statue, measuring a total of 28 feet, will be placed under the Canopy near
India Gate.

5. Asian Games, Commonwealth medal-winning boxer Birju Sah passed away

● Indian boxer, Birju Sah has passed away recently, the irst Indian boxer to win medals at both the
Asian and Commonwealth Games. He was 48.

● He won bronze medals at both the Commonwealth & Asian Games in 1994.
● Sah’s irst signi icant international success came at 19 in the 1993 Asian Junior Championships in
Bangkok, Thailand.

● He took bronze in the light lyweight (45-48kg) division.
● The success on the continental stage was noticed by the Indian boxing federation which selected
Birju Sah for the senior national camp.

6. ‘Pudhumai Penn’ scheme launched

● Tamil Nadu Chief Minister M.K. Stalin has launched the Moovalur Ramamirtham Ammaiyar Higher

Education Assurance scheme titled ‘Pudhumai Penn’ at a function in Chennai, in the presence of
Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal.

● Mr Kejriwal also unveiled 26 schools of excellence and 15 model schools set up by the Tamil Nadu
government emulating the model by his AAP government in Delhi.

● Pudhumai Penn scheme, girl students, who studied from Class V to Class XII in state government
schools would be paid monthly assistance of Rs 1,000 till they complete their graduation or diploma.

● The scheme aims to bene it six lakh girls every year and Rs 698 crore has been allocated in the
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budget for its implementation.

● Stalin said after his government came to power, keeping in mind changing needs, the Moovalur

Ramamirtham Ammaiyar Marriage Assistance scheme was converted into the Moovalur Ramamirtham Ammaiyar Higher Education Assurance scheme, now implemented as the Pudhumai
Penn scheme, for the bene it of economically-weaker families who are not able to send their girl
children to colleges due to inancial constraints.

7. The Carnatic maestro: T V Sankaranarayanan passes away

● Renowned Carnatic musician, TV Sankaranarayan has passed away. He was 77.
● He was the torchbearer for the Madurai Mani Iyer style of Carnatic music.
● He had shared several stages with Madurai Mani Iyer.
● He won the Madras Music Academy’s Sangeeta Kalanidhi Award in 2003 and was honoured with
the Padma Bhushan in 2003.

● He was the son of musicians Tiruvalangal Vembu Iyer and Gomati Ammal.
● Sankaranarayanan was born in Mayiladuthurai in 1945 after Madurai Mani Iyer had shifted his
base there due to the evacuation in Chennai during the Second World War.

● The family returned to Chennai in the 1950s and Sankaranarayanan studied law, though he opted
for a full-time career in music.
By Sameer Singhal

National News
1. Govt declares 1-day State Mourning on Sep 11th in respect of Queen Elizabeth II

● As a mark of respect to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, the Government has decided that there will
be one day State Mourning on September 11th throughout country.
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● On the day of Mourning, the National Flag will be lown at half mast throughout India on all build-

ings where the National Flag is lown regularly and there will be no of icial entertainment on the
day.

2. Prime Minister Modi to inaugurate World Dairy Summit in Noida on September 12

● Prime Minister Narendra Modi will inaugurate the World Dairy Summit on 12th September in Noida at India Expo Centre and Mart.

● India is organising the summit after almost a 48-year gap bringing together approximately 1500

participants from all over the world including CEOs and employees of dairy processing companies,
dairy farmers, and other stakeholders.

● Under Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s vision of ‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’, India is committed to sustain its growth in milk production and milk processing in the coming decades.

● Remembering the “Father of White Revolution”, Dr Verghese Kurien, on his death anniversary today, it must be pointed out that India currently is the largest milk producer in the world, contributing 21 percent of the total global milk production.

● It was under the guidance of former Prime Minister Lal Bahadur Shastri that the National Dairy
Development Board was formed in 1965 in Gujarat with Dr Verghese Kurien as its irst chairman.

3. Indian-origin barrister Suella Braverman inducted as Home Secretary in UK Cabinet

● Indian-origin barrister Suella Braverman is the new Home Secretary of United Kingdom.
● She has been appointed new Home Secretary by Prime Minister Liz Truss.
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● She has succeeded her colleague of Indian origin Priti Patel.
● In a tweet today, Suella Braverman said, she is honoured to be appointed by the Prime Minister Liz
Truss to serve the United Kingdom as Home Secretary.

● The 42 year-old Suella Braverman from the ruling Conservative Party had served as the Attorney
General in the earlier government led by Boris Johnson.

● Born to a Hindu Tamil mother Uma and father Christie Fernandes, Braverman is a Buddhist.
● She took her oath of of ice in Parliament on the Buddhist text of Dhammapada. She was one of the
contenders to replace former Prime Minister Boris Johnson.

4. World Physical Therapy Day 2022

● World Physical Therapy (PT) Day is observed globally on September 8 every year in order to raise
awareness about the contribution of physiotherapists in healthcare and encourage people to be
physically active and ensure good overall health.

● Every year a different theme is followed to generate awareness of the topic, and this year, the theme
of ‘Osteoarthritis’ will be followed.

● The last year focused on the theme of ‘Rehabilitation and Long COVID’. The day was irst observed
on 8 September 1996.

● Arthritis is a general term used for conditions that affect the joints, tissues around the joint, and
other connective tissues.

● Osteoarthritis is the most common form of arthritis. Some call it “wear and tear” arthritis which
most frequently occurs in the hands, hips, and knees.

5. Mongolian President gifts horse ‘Tejas’ to Defence Minister Rajnath Singh
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● The irst Indian Defence Minister to visit Mongolia, Rajnath Singh was gifted a majestic horse “Tejas” by President Ukhnaagiin Khurelsukh.

● Seven years after Prime Minister Narendra Modi received a similar gift from the leadership of this
country.

● In 2015, Prime Minister Modi received a special gift a brown racehorse, from his then Mongolian

counterpart Chimed Saikhanbileg during his historic visit to this country. The horse was named
Kanthaka’.

● Defense Minister Singh is on a ive-day visit to Mongolia and Japan with an aim to expand India’s
strategic and defense ties with the two countries in the backdrop of evolving regional security matrix and geo-political turmoil.

● The Mongolian President expressed satisfaction with the expansion of relations and cooperation

with India, Mongolia’s important third neighbor while pointing out that the of icial visit of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi to Mongolia in 2015, and the ongoing visit of the Defense Minister Singh
are important impetus for further development.

6. Neeraj Chopra Diamond League 2022 Finals Highlights: Neeraj wins title with throw of
88.44m

● Diamond League 2022 Finals: Neeraj Chopra gained another accomplishment when he won the
Diamond League Final in Zurich.

● Neeraj Chopra has now won the Diamond League Trophy, making him the irst Indian to do it.
● The expert javelin thrower recorded a throw of 88.44 metres on his second attempt, which was
suf icient for him to win the competition.

● The remaining ive participants were no match for the gold medalist from the Tokyo Olympics,
Neeraj Chopra, who ultimately won the Diamond League 2022 Finals handily.

● Neeraj Chopra registered a throw of 88.44m in his second attempt and he followed it up with an
88m throw in his third attempt and 86.11m in his fourth attempt.

● While his inal try was 83.6m, Neeraj’s ifth attempt was 87m.
● Neeraj Chopra had earlier won the Lausanne leg of the Diamond League series to mark his amazing comeback from a one-month injury layoff and earn a spot in the two-day inals.
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● Neeraj Chopra accomplished a irst by winning a Diamond League meet championship.

7. Agribazaar launches ‘Kisan Safalta Card’ for agri inancing

● Agribazaar is a private sector electronic Agri mandi, launched ‘Agribazaar Kisan Safalta Card’.
● The Agribazaar Kisan Safalta Card is a quick and easy way to help farmers to meet their pre- and
post-harvest farm requirements and allied expenses.

● Farmers can use Agribazaar Kisan Safalta Card to get inancing. The funds provided can only be
used to buy farm inputs and requirements.

● The card has a 12-month repayment period, which provides enough time to pay off the balance.
● The crop yield of each farmer determines the card’s limit, the inancing scale, and maintenance
costs.

● The amount of the card is adjustable for marginal farmers, which ranges from ₹10,000 to ₹50,000.
● The maximum limit of the Agribazaar Kisan Safalta Card can be increased annually based on crop
yield and repayments.
By Sameer Singhal

National News
1. Austria’s Volker Turk set to become next UN human rights chief
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● The United Nations (UN) General Assembly approved Volker Türk of Austria to be the global body’s
Human Rights Chief by UN Secretary--General Antonio Guterres.

● Volker Turk replaces Verónica Michelle Bachelet Jeria, a Chilean politician who served at the of ice
of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) from 2018 to 2022.

● Turk, currently serving as assistant secretary-general for policy.
● Previously, Volker Türk served as the Assistant High Commissioner for Protection at UN refugees,
the UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR), Geneva.

● He had a long and successful career in the advancement of human rights globally.
● He served with the UN refugee agency in Malaysia, Kosovo and Bosnia Herzegovina, the Democratic Republic of Congo, and Kuwait.

● His immediate challenge will be the controversial report of the accusation on China committing
crimes against humanity and possibly genocide (mass murder) against the Uyghur people and
abusing Muslim minorities.

2. Australia captain Aaron Finch announces retirement from ODI cricket

● Aaron Finch, Australia’s captain announced his retirement from one-day international cricket after
Australia’s third and inal ODI against New Zealand.

● Finch will continue to be the captain of the Australian cricket team for T20 and will lead it in de-

fense of its world title in the T20 World Cup which is going to be held in October and November in
Australia.

● Finch is known as one of the most damaging opening batters in the world, Finch has scored 5,401
runs in the ODI format with an average of close to 40, and 17 centuries.

● Aaron Finch is a top-order Batsman and is known for his ability to inish matches with his amazing
batting skills.

● In 2006, Finch earned his place in the U-19 Australian cricket team for World Cup.
● He started as a middle-order batsman. In IPL, he became an acknowledged batsman as he scored

41 runs in just 17 balls against Chennai Super Kings. In 2013, Finch made his ODI debut and scored
5,041 runs.
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3. World Suicide Prevention Day 2022

● World Suicide Prevention Day (WSPD), celebrated annually on 10 September, is organized by the
International Association for Suicide Prevention (IASP) and endorsed by the World Health Organization (WHO).

● The overall goal of this day is to raise awareness about suicide prevention worldwide.
● Objectives include promoting stakeholder collaboration and self-empowerment to address selfharm and suicide through preventative action.

● The theme of WSPD 2022, “Creating hope through action,” re lects the need for collective, action to
address this urgent public health issue.

● This has been the triennial theme for World Suicide Prevention Day from 2021 to 2023.
4. Hindi writer Dr. Asghar Wajahat conferred with 31st Vyas Samman his play Mahabali in New
Delhi

● The 31st Vyas Samman was conferred on to well-known Hindi writer Dr Asghar Wajahat at a function in New Delhi.

● He has been chosen for the prestigious award for his play Mahabali.
● In his play Mahabali, Dr. Wajahat focuses on Mughal emperor Akbar and poet Tulsidas.
● Through the play, he attempts to answer who is the real Mahabali, the poet or the emperor.
● The Vyas Samman is given by K K Birla Foundation for outstanding literary work in Hindi authored
by an Indian citizen published during the last 10 years.

● It carries an award of Rs 4 lakh along with a citation and a plaque. It was initiated in 1991.
● Ram Vilas Sharma received the inaugural Vyas Samman in 1991 for his work ‘Bharat ke Pracheen
Bhasha Parivar aur Hindi’.
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5. Mr Dinesh Kumar Batra takes charge as Chairman & Managing Director of BEL

● Dinesh Kumar Batra, Director (Finance) & CFO, has taken additional charge as Chairman & Man-

aging Director (CMD) of Navratna Defence PSU Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) with effect from
September 1, 2022.

● He was instrumental in the company’s move to foray into the Electro-Explosive segment.
● He is also credited with BEL entering into Li-on battery packs for automobiles to support the e-Mobility programme of the Government of India.

● He is a member of the Board of BEL subsidiaries, BEL- Thales Systems Limited (BTSL) and BEL
Optronic Devices Limited (BELOP).

● As Director (Finance) & CFO, Mr Dinesh Kumar Batra steered BEL to achieve its highest ever turnover of Rs. 15,044 Cr and PAT of Rs. 2,349 Cr in FY 2021-22.

● He was instrumental in increasing BEL’s authorised capital to Mr Dinesh Kumar BatraRs. 750 Cr
from Rs. 250 Cr and issuing two bonus shares for each share held by the shareholders of the company.

● He also played a pivotal role in obtaining necessary approvals for BEL’s highest-ever payout of
450% Dividend.

6. NITI Aayog, WRI Launches India’s First National Platform For Electric Freight, E-FAST

● NITI Aayog and World Resources Institute (WRI), launched India’s irst National Electric Freight
Platform- E-FAST India (Electric Freight Accelerator for Sustainable Transport- India).

● The National Electric Freight Platform brings different stakeholders together with the support of
the World Economic Forum, CALSTART, and RMI India.

● The platform aims to raise awareness of freight electri ication bolstered by an on-ground demonstration pilot and evidence-based research.
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● It will support scalable pilots and inform policies aimed at accelerating freight electri ication in
India.

● The launch of E-Fast India has witnessed participation from major automobile industries, logistics
companies, development banks, and in-tech companies.

● It will help strengthen the partnership and identify freight solutions and support them.
● The launch of E-Fast India was followed by the launch of WRI India’s Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)
Evaluator.

● The TCO Evaluator is an intuitive excel-based application, which helps in analyzing cost components and performance parameters.

7. Chhattisgarh: CM Baghel inaugurates 2 more districts, takes total to 33

● Chief Minister of Chhattisgarh, Bhupesh Baghel inaugurated the 32nd and 33rd districts of the
State. Manendragarh-Chirmiri-Bharatpur and Sakti were announced as the 32nd and 33rd districts of Chhattisgarh.

● Sakti is carved out from Janjgir-Champa, and Manendragarh-Chirmiri-Bharatpur is carved out
from the Koriya district.

● The Chattisgarh Chief Minister said that people have been demanding the creation of the Manen-

dragarh district for a very long time and it has been a long-term struggle to create Manendragarh
as a district.

● Three new districts have been inaugurated in Chattisgarh by the Chief Minister.
● There are now, 33 districts in Chattisgarh including Mohla- Manpur-Ambagarh Chowki, Sarangarh-Bilaigarh, and Khairagarh-Chhuikhadan-Gandai.

By Sameer Singhal
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